KÖNIGSSTUHL National Park Centre

An experience | no matter what the weather

WE ARE OPEN DAILY FOR YOU
9 am – 7 pm (Easter – 31 October) | 10 am – 5 pm (1 November – Easter)
Final admission to the interactive exhibition: 1 hour before closing

TIKTETS
Including Interactive exhibition, multivision cinema, special exhibition, Königsstuhl viewing platform, playground, short guided tours, walks, talks, readings and other seasonal offers

Adults

€ 9.50

Children (aged 6 - 14)

€ 4.50

Family ticket (2 adults + children aged 6 - 14)

€ 20.00

Children (under the age of 6)

Free of charge

DISCOUNT TICKETS
- Benefit from our special tickets

Shuttle ticket, Hagen car park: Bus shuttle round-trip + entry to the KÖNIGSSTUHL National Park Centre (possible to include parking from April to October at the service point of the car park)

VFR Königsstuhl ticket: Bus day ticket for Rügen and Stralsund + entry to the KÖNIGSSTUHL National Park Centre

Deutsche Bahn Bernstein ticket: Day ticket for bus and train travel on Rügen and in Stralsund + discounted entry to the KÖNIGSSTUHL National Park Centre, Ozeaneum and other excursion destinations

It is not possible to drive straight through to Königsstuhl by car.

Next public car parks in Hagen or Sassnitz

Frequent bus shuttles directly drive to Königsstuhl.

It’s only 1 hour from Stralsund

Contact
Nationalpark-Zentrum KÖNIGSSTUHL Sassnitz gGmbH
Stubbenkammer 2 | D - 18546 Sassnitz | Germany
Service hotline +49 (0)38392 6617-66  | koenigsstuhl@koenigsstuhl.com
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VISIT US ON RÜGEN’S CHALK COAST

Interactive exhibition | Multivision cinema | Königsstuhl

KALEIDOSCOPE

Kliff-top trail to Sassnitz

CHALK COAST

BALTIC SEA

VIEWING PLATFORM

118 metres above sea level

ECOLOGICALLY MINDED ARRIVAL
by train to Sassnitz with direct connection by bus from the train station to Königsstuhl.
The UNESCO World Heritage Site is at your feet. Walk from Sassnitz or Lohme to the Königsstuhl along the “Hochuferweg” cliff-top trail.

**EXPLORE.** Enjoy spectacular views as you make your way through the “Ancient Beech Forests” UNESCO World Heritage Site. From the port town of Sassnitz, a three-hour tour takes you to Königsstuhl, the famous chalk cliff. Near the “Wissower Klinken” chalk formation, you will come past the newly re-opened walkers’ centre, the World Heritage Forum. Take a break here and learn about our heritage. Find our current opening hours and further details under: welterbeforum.koenigsstuhl.com.

**EXPLORE.** Enjoy spectacular views as you make your way through the “Ancient Beech Forests” UNESCO World Heritage Site. From the port town of Sassnitz, a three-hour tour takes you to Königsstuhl, the famous chalk cliff. Near the “Wissower Klinken” chalk formation, you will come past the newly re-opened walkers’ centre, the World Heritage Forum. Take a break here and learn about our heritage. Find our current opening hours and further details under: welterbeforum.koenigsstuhl.com.

**MULTIVISION CINEMA.** Situated right by the famous chalk cliff, the KÖNIGSSTUHL National Park Centre offers you an extraordinary nature experience.

**MARVEL.** In those parts of the “Ancient Beech Forests” that have remained almost untouched by human hand, Jasmund National Park is home to a unique piece of pristine nature. Let the famous nature film maker and television presenter Dirk Steffens guide you through this special landscape and take you with him on his “Walk through the Ancient Beech Forests”, presented in powerful images across four screens.

**EXPERIENCE.** Touch the ice-age glacier. Become the size of a grasshopper or part of a 3D-picture. Encounter the biggest living creature or bring dragonflies to life. The four selectable themed tours offered by our audio guide lead you along romantic paths and allow you to experience adventure-packed stories throughout Jasmund National Park. There is also a special audio tour available in English.

**DISCOVER.** Take part in our short guided tours. Here you can find out more about this exceptional vantage point. On various selected dates, we additionally offer walks, creative workshops, a rally, a research tent, and lots more. Find our current event overview under: www.koenigsstuhl.com/veranstaltungen.

**RELAX.** You find an outdoor playground for little guests, and sun loungers to relax in. Our bistro offers you a selection of food and drinks to refresh yourself.

**WE BRING NATURE’S SECRETS TO LIGHT**

Enjoy your time here. Whether by sunshine, sea fog or scudding clouds, the 118 metre high Königsstuhl offers spectacular views.
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Experience a national park with its world heritage site

Travel through time and touch an ice-age glacier

Meet the world’s biggest animal

Become small as a grasshopper

Observe marine animals at the aquariums

Walkable 3D-picture

Feel the elemental forces in the hall of mirrors

A lot to discover outdoor and indoor

Be entertained as you travel through time, from the creation of the chalk in the past to the life of the beech forests in the present.

**EXPERIENCE.** Touch the ice-age glacier. Become the size of a grasshopper or part of a 3D-picture. Encounter the biggest living creature or bring dragonflies to life.
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